Here the phase p is real valued smooth solutions of the eikonal equation with dp nowhere zero.
In the linear theory, the construction of one phase solutions is in three steps. Equations for the amplitudes a. are derived by plugging the expansion into the equation and setting the coefficients of powers of C equal to zero. Solving the resulting equations and applying Borel's theorem produces a family v C -<x> asymptotic to the given series.
It follows that Lv ~ c .
Standard hyperbolic existence and regularity results then show that there is a family of exact solutions to Lu^O with u 6 -v 6 .
Uhen nonlinear problems are considered, expressions like f(u 6 )
VII-1 with u as in (1) must be considered and this immediately introduces terms of the form e 1 with integer n. The example f(u)=iJ shows that negative n occur. This creation of overtones
shows that nonlinear problems do not usually have monochromatic solutions as in (1) and one is lead to the more general form
where we have introduced the profiles leads to oscillatory integrals with phases which are stationary only at points of the set
To see the importance of the size of the set S, we consider a family of 3x3 semilinear equations, 
/

VII-5
On the other hand, the production of oscillations as in the right hand figure is nongeneric. For generic systems it will not occur.
Even for systems for which it is possible, generic phases will not lead to creation. §4-Form of profiles for interaction.
Next consider system (6) with incoming states u.^U.(t,x,y./e) j »j ,j j==l,2, with U (not to be confused with (4)) periodic in the last variable.
Interaction yields np +mp n,meZ as candidate phases with corresponding sets of stationarity S . There are an n 9 m infinity of distinct phases to be examined. The sets of stationarity almost never satisfy uniformity conditions. This renders somewhat surprising the the fact that asymptotic expansions can be justified. It renders reasonable the fact that the errors are rarely better than o(l). Note that nondegenerate stationary points yield 0(/e) in (8) while phases without singular -co points yield 0(£ ) .
However, there are examples without stationary points for which the errors in the expansion are >ce with p>0 as small as one wants [JMR1] .
Next consider the system (6) with a third incoming wave u^a,, (t,x)e ^3 in t<0. Several possibilities exist, ^ > i. There is no resonance, and the behavior is essentially linear.
ii. There is a resonance np +my -a<p with a^EL Then u_ i ^ <$ «$ will be quasi periodic in V , <5 iii.
There is a resonance ny +m<P ==tp with X V =0 and ip not 1 ^ s.? s^ s5 ^> proportional to V,. Then u-will oscillate with two phases, u^~U(t,x,V^/c,V/£) .
VII-6
iv.
There is a resonance ny +m(P ==p +c-Then u will 1 ^ ^? <c> oscillate with the phases p,, V-.+c, u^U(t,x,y-/e,l/£). (i) Unique continuation for C functions shows that if the equation
VII-7
and initial phase ar^e real analytic, then the weak transversality hypothesis is automatically satisfied.
It is not hard to show that for this Cauchy problem the possibility described in iv. above does not occur and that it is not necessary to introduce the extra phase 1.
Theorem.
If the weak transversality hypothesis holds then, there is a T>0 and an e >0 such that for all 0<e<e the semilinear initial value problem (1),(10) has a bounded solution on ftn{0^t<T> the bound being uniform in e. In addition, there is a profile U(t,x,0 , 9 -. . , 0 ) which is a continuous function of t,x in ft with values in the almost periodic functions on IK such that
If the strong transversality hypothesis is satisfied, then one can take ?==<» §6. Averaging operators and the determination of the profile.
A smooth change of dependent variable casts the equation (1) in the diagonal form
For all t,x, the profile U(t,x,«) has its spectrum contained in the set of <x such that a. <p satisfies the eikonal equation.
Even more is true. Introduce the averaging operators E. on almost 
^V^^x^j = Ej^j(t^,U(t,x,9))) j=.l,..,k.
where E on the right acts in the 0 variables. §7. Lifetimes and an application.
The equations for u and for the profile U are nonlinear and the solutions may blowup. If we assume the strong transversality hypothesis, the blowup times are related as follows [JMR2] .
If the profile equations (15), (16) The quasilinear version of this lifetime result is also valid.
In that case blowup means blowup of the first derivatives.
There is a nice application of this to gas dynamics whose history is as follows. Majda, Resales and Schonbek [MRS] studied the behavior of the profile U in the case of gas dynamics by approximately solving the system (15,16,17) on a computer.
The oscillatory initial data for the solution u e are of the form u (0, x)+CH(x, tp(x)/c) so that sup iQu^O.x)) is independent of e. This suggests that shocks should form in time independent of e.
The numerical experiments indicated long time existence of profiles. l^Jhen derivatives started to grow in one component of U instead of seeing the waves break the steepened wave would recede and another component would steepen and so on. They conjectured that the profile equation had nontrivial global smooth solutions, and shortly thereafter Pego [P] showed that there were in fact explicit smooth solutions periodic in time.
Our results on lifetimes applied to initial data with profiles given by the Pego profiles show that for any T>0, the solutions of the gas dynamics equations exist and u and V u L , X 00 are bounded in L ([0,T]xR) uniformly in e. In particular, the time of shock formation is indefinitely postponed by the resonant interaction of high frequency wave trains. This conjecture of [MRS] is therefore rigorously established-
